Introduction

Description
Given the autocorrelation Q(x, y) of a real The estimation of a function of two variables from its autocorrelation (which in Fourier space non-negative function g(x, y) of finite support D: amounts to determining the phase from the amplitude of the Fourier transform), has been previ-Q(x, y) =ffg(~,~)g(~+x,~+y) d~d~. ously attempted with partial success oniy [1, 2] . The main difficulty arises from the stagnation of (1) the optimization algorithm in local minima of the corresponding cost function. The complexity of
The algorithm finds an estimate of g(x, y). It the problem, and therefore the number of local has been shown [9-111 that for functions g of two minima, exponentially increases with the size of or more independent variables, the solution to (1) the array representing the samples of the funcis generally unique, apart from a trivial 1800 rotation to be determined [3] , thus making impractition. cable any of the standard global optimization By discretizing the functions Q and g at sammethods. Specifically, attempts by means of an pling intervals~ixand~y, the problem is equivalent to solving the set of non-linear equations: important class of Newton methods, namely, the
method given by subroutine LMSTR of the MIN- 
element. If i~F>0,the change is accepted with je dx probability exp( -z~F/T).This amounts to taking a number n from a sequence of random numbers x * is then obtained by calculating the "averages" uniformuly distributed in (0, 1). If n is less than of x with "density of probability" e_F~/T at exp (-i~F/T),the perturbation is accepted and each "temperature" T following a Monte Carlo one passes on to the next sampling value of the procedure developed by Metropolis et al. [13] .
function g(x, y). If n is greater than or equal to This is done by generating at each fixed value of exp( -z~F/T), the change is not accepted and the free parameter T an irreducible Markov chain one proceeds with the next sample of g(x, y). All with probability e_~1)/T such that in the long sampling values of g(x, y) are scanned in this run the transition probabilities that increase F(x) way at a fixed value of T (say, I~),until "equiequal those that decrease F(x), i.e. at that point librium" is reached, namely, when on the average the configuration of x remains at "equilibrium", the number of trials with increasing E equals the The global minimum x' is then the limit as T -~0 number of trials with decreasing F. Then T is of the successive equilibrium configurations of x lowered to the value 7± and the procedure is obtained at each T.
started again. The larger T, the higher is the The algorithm is then carried out as follows:
probability of accepting a change raising F. Since Starting with an initial guess function g~, whose F is allowed to increase, one is not likely to get corresponding cost function will be~one fixes stuck in the nearest local minimum. Eventually, the value of T. Then one perturbes all the elewhen one is near the end of the algorithm at very ments of the array g~, one at a time. The low values of T, only changes lowering F are perturbation of each element is done by an accepted. amount h chosen from a sequence of computer Both a and T must be slowly lowered in order generated random numbers uniformly distributed to avoid stagnation. in the interval (-a, a), a being the scale of A fast computation of the autocorrelation perturbation. The value of a must be chosen with function of the kth guess with an element, locare, if too large the corresponding cost function cated at coordinates (a, b), and perturbed by an F will highly oscillate, or will yield forbidden amount h, may be done as follows: changes, and if too small the evaluation of the Let g~(~,) be the guess function perior to reconstruction will be too slow. The performance the perturbation of this element, then the resultof the algorithm is enhanced if a is allowed to ing guess function g(/+ 1) (~, 'q) after this element decrease as T -* 0 according to a certain schedhas been perturbed will be g~(~, ,~) + h 6 (- be seen as pixels of a picture of the estimated
x [g"~(~+x, 7J +y)
The following example has been solved on a VAX 9210. All computations were done in single +h6 (~+x-a,~+y -b) ]d~d~.
(7) precision arithmetic and T vary as described above: Performing the operations in the integrand of (7) we obtain a, semi-intercuartile (RINT in the program)
The probability density of h is then the Cauchy
+hg~(a+x,b+y)+h 26(x,y). Tinitial being the starting temperature. In the proThe CPU time was about 9 minutes for estigram e is the parameter RK.
mating the 32 X 32 array on the VAX. It should The system then has a time r to respond to a be remarked, however, that all simulated annealdecrease of temperature given by e.
ing algorithms, although efficient, are computa- this test is shown in fig. 4 . 
